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. "Speaking of Video Clips, People Just Fly with Perfection"Â . Thako.com Various forms of display racks for merchandise are known in the prior art. However, none of the prior art devices disclose a display rack having plural upright support members having depending flat ears supporting a horizontal rear wall and a plurality of downwardly depending flat
ears supporting a rear wall having a base plate located between the plural flat ears with a display sheet attached to the base plate. Additionally, none of the prior art devices disclose a display rack having a plurality of projecting ears attached to the horizontal rear wall of the base plate for reception within a vertical slot in the depending flat ears to

provide a friction fit, whereby the walls of the display rack are secured. Further, the prior art does not disclose a display rack having a gusseted top and bottom. In these respects, the display rack according to the present invention substantially departs from the conventional concepts and designs of the prior art, and in so doing provides an apparatus
primarily developed for the purpose of displaying various merchandise. In view of the foregoing disadvantages inherent in the known types of display racks now present in the prior art, the present invention provides a new display rack construction wherein the same can be utilized for displaying various merchandise. The general purpose of the present

invention, which will be described subsequently in greater detail, is to provide a new display rack apparatus and method which has many of the advantages of the display racks mentioned heretofore and many novel features that result in a new display rack which is not anticipated, rendered obvious, suggested, or even implied by any of the prior art
display racks, either alone or in any combination thereof. To attain this, the present invention generally comprises a base plate having a downwardly depending plural ear support. A horizontal rear wall is supported by the downwardly depending ear supports. A rear wall has an upwardly depending plural ear support. A display sheet is attached to the

rear wall and has a base plate. A plurality of display cards are positioned upon the base plate. The ear support is received within a slot in the ear support to frictionally secure the rear wall within the ear supports. There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, the more important features of the invention in order that the detailed description thereof that
follows may be better understood, and in order that the present contribution to the art may be better appreciated. There are additional features of the invention that will be described hereinafter and which will form the subject matter of the claims app c6a93da74d
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